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ABSTRACT: 

Post- modern Women Novelists  are all equally proud to assert themselves as women. They are never for a 

moment unconscious of their position as representatives of their gender and class. They have all been struggling 

in their own way for their respective positions as “persons”, not “possessions.” Little wonder, they have all been 

always up in arms against men, with or without much reason. Hence as torch-bearers of their gender and class, 

they have never been unconscious of their ever-increasing empowerment. This empowerment, real or imaginary, 

was based on a kind of upcoming new morality/modernity, asking for perfect equality of the sexes.  
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I.INTRODUCTION: 

In the post-modern age, a number of “outstanding” women writers of fiction of our own time  present our own 

bitter experiences and show our own discord. They constitute a group “of their own”. They are “all equally” 

proud to assert themselves as such. Muriel Spark (1918-2006), Jean Iris Murdoch (1919-99), Doris May Lessing 

(1919-2013), Brigid Antonia Brophy (1921-1995 ), Edna O‟Brien (1930- ), Lynne Reid Banks (1929- ) and 

Margaret Drabble (1939- ) are all very conscious of their feminine position in the history of fiction and are never 

unconscious of what they have been doing over the decades – something really new and original.  

 

II.DISCUSSION: 

Thus, Muriel Spark, “a spark” indeed in almost every respect, is the undisputed leader of the  

troop. In novel after novel, she presents her use of “elegance”, “wit” and a sense of “mature fun” in life, as we 

actually have in the contemporary world. She is at her best in The Comforters (1957), The Girls of Slender 

Means (1963), The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie(1961), The Mandelbaum Gate (1965) and The Driver’s Seat 

(1970). The Driver’s Seat is, for instance, all very “tricksy-tricksy.” Violence is there, as everywhere, a useful 

and inseparable part of Spark‟s scheme of things. And yet she views things with a kind of “detachment.” 

Spark‟s world is not easy to find everywhere. It‟s all very strange, where anything and everything can come 

about. “Her novels took a parabolic form since then, combining satirical realism with implications of an extra-

realist, spiritual dimension” (Goodman 77). 
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    No less “sensational” is Iris Murdoch (1919- 99 ), an Oxford Scholar and  a university don, whose maiden 

attempt Under The Net (1954), presents “ a richly amusing view of Angry  Young Man rushing after affluence, 

and seeking truth where no truth exists” (Albert 579). The Flight From The Enchanter (1956) concentrates on 

the sufferings of man “who allows others to cause the sufferings he himself cannot bear to inflict” (579). 

Steeped in philosophy as Murdoch was, she started her career with an evaluation of Jean Paul Sartre (1905-

1980), an existentialist of a sort (Albert 579). Murdoch is always at her best while dealing with “human relations 

under stress” (579). Whatever she comes out with has an intellectual rather than passionate core. “Her novels 

have elements of supernatural as well as touches of social comedies. She makes use of symbolism and changing 

relationships quite frequently in her works” (Goodman 57). A Severd Head (1961) is conceived of in the jargon 

of “militant women”, all very equally intelligent though heartless and callous. The little classics Murdoch has 

left behind include An Unofficial Rose (1962), The Unicorn (1963), An Accidental Man (1971), and The Sacred 

And profane Love Machine (1974), which centre round “strained human relations – all under stress” (Albert 

579). 

    Doris May Lessing (1919- 2013) had spent early days of her life in the African “heart of darkness”. So her 

maiden attempt, African Stories (1964), takes its inhuman core from her own experiences in the dry deserts of 

unrefined blacks. But works that followed reflect the dilemma of “the New Woman who, despite her 

emancipation, was still expected to live in the chains of conventions” (Nidhi 85). Her female protagonists “are 

all disillusioned with the type of life they are forced to live, though of course, thwarted love is, in each case, the 

main cause of their loneliness and isolation” (Nidhi 85). Thus, in Children of Violence (1952- 65), Martha 

Quest, the heroine, is everywhere the centre of interest. Lessing‟s most popular novel, The Golden Notebook 

(1962), is much more than a mere work of fiction; it is “a compendium of the novelist‟s mental attitudes.” Anna, 

the female protagonist of the novel, is “a communist and regards herself as a free woman. She blames her sexual 

frustrations on men‟s impotence.” (Trivedi 818).  The story of the Non-Marrying Man (1972) and The 

Memories of a Survivor (1975),is equally remarkable for her presentation of marital discord. “She addressed the 

contemporary social issues like the crisis in radical politics and women‟s liberation” (Goodman   47). 

Brigid Antonia Brophy (1929) was one of the most “vociferous” champions of women‟s lib. Her most famous 

work of fiction, The Snow Ball (1962), is, for instance, “a strident manifesto of female rights rather than a novel 

proper” (Albert  580). Here she is out to “possess” everyman, to gain revenge on Don Juan by demanding sexual 

satisfaction from all men she encounters” (Albert 580). But that is not her only work of that type. She followed 

the same track in her other works of fiction like The Adventures of God In His Search for the Black Girl (1973) 

and Pussy Owl (1976). But she is at her best in In Transit (1969) which has been aptly described as “an exercise 

in neo- James Joyce prose” (580). 

    Edna O‟Brian (1930) is another British writer of fiction actively in fight for the women‟s rights. In her first 

three novels – The Country Girls (1960), The Lovely Girl (1962)and Girls In Their Married Bliss (1964), she 

concentrates upon two amorous Irish women in a world where men are all “vain creatures assertive but usually 

feeble in performance” (Albert  580). 
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    Lynne Reid Banks (1929- ) is still another equally fire-brand member of the group. She is only too well 

known for her “shabby world of the bed-sitter.” In The L-Shaped Room (1960),for instance, we come in contact 

with men who are all whimsical, even mean and immoral, always barely surviving, but, then, she recovers from 

them all she really needs, especially love and understanding. She knows how to make the best of the worst in 

hand and to do the best one can do in the contemporary circumstances. An end to the Running (1962) by Banks 

is a typical story of a woman who carries her own sense of purpose in almost every word she makes use of. 

Everywhere she seems to wink upon the reader from behind the words upon her pages.  

    And this brings us to Margaret Drabble (1939- ), the most popular British woman novelist of  

the 1960s,‟70s,‟80s and even‟90s, who has beaten with the passage of time, with all her might and main, a 

highway of her own to walk along. As a novelist, she has her own outlook on life and its many-sided problems 

and never cares for what others are doing around. A woman to the very “red ripe”, she has her own p‟s and q‟s 

in life. She has already comes out with over a score of novels including quite a few best sellers like The Garrick 

Year (1964), Millstone (1965), The Waterfall (1969) and The Needle’s Eye (1972). All these classics are “of the 

women, by the women and for the women”. Problems of women – of educated English women – are all her, not 

just the jacket or blouse that modern educated women change many a time in summer. As a “women‟s women”, 

she knows their most fundamental rules and is always itching and scratching to find eves that may heal them in 

the process. Everywhere in her works of fiction, she remains a woman – a daughter, a wife and, above all, a 

mother – who knows a woman‟s “pains” and tries to soothe and comfort them to the extent possible – to the best 

of her ability and capability – especially in the contemporary hell, where her “soul‟s sisters” are acutely 

suffering in the “lake of contemporary fire”. 

    Drabble wrote from real experience, particularly about women‟s experience. Her feminine sensibility is 

reflected all through her novels. She was greatly inspired by reading Simon de Beauvoir‟s The Second Sex while 

she was at Cambridge, as she remarks: “This seemed to me to be wonderful material and so important to me as a 

person. It was material that nobody had used, and I could use, as nobody had ever used as for as I would use it” 

(Peter 107). 

    The Second Sex is an anatomy of what Drbble has called “the situation of being a woman in a man‟s world. 

de Beauvoir asserts “how woman undergoes her apprenticeship, how she experiences her situation in what kind 

of universe she is confined, what modes of escape are vouchsafed her” (Beauvoir  24). 

    In her early novels, Drabble presents the situation of a woman who comes with the realization that she is 

confined to a sphere created or ordained further by the society which is mostly based on the laws of androcentric 

culture where male is at the center and female is found to be largely at periphery or marginalized. As Drabble 

herself told one interviewers: “In my earlier novels, I wrote about the situation of being a woman – being stuck 

with a baby, or having an illegitimate baby, or being stuck with a marriage where you couldn‟t have a job” 

(Nancy 267). 

     In the contemporary  patriarchal society, woman is really stuck with androcentric culture. The condition of 

the women in contemporary society is described by Simon de Beauvoir as “alterity‟ which means “woman is 
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defined in relation to man”. “Now what peculiarly signalizes the situation of women is that she – a free and 

autonomous being like all human creatures – nevertheless  finds herself living in a world where men compel her 

to assume the status of the other” (T.S.S. 28). In patriarchy, “humanity is male and man defines woman not in 

herself but as relative to him… He is the subject, he is the absolute – she is the other “. Simon de Beauvoir says, 

man has decreed that woman is “the sex, by which is meant that she appears essentially to the male, as sexual 

being” (T.S.S. 16). Men, “Propose to stabilize her as sexual object and to doom her to immanence” (T.S.S. 28). 

Can a woman in this situation, de Beauvoir asks, became “an autonomous and transcendent subject?” (T.S.S.  

278). 

    All her works of fiction are moral and humanistic in nature and explore the impact of her honest and personal 

portrayal of contemporary society. As a writer, she tuned herself to the time and her description of social 

determinism and historical change has helped in being a realist with an acute feminine sensibility.  

    She shows the uprise of new morality against the old. Her novels draw the reader to “the tension exemplified 

by Drabble and experienced by many contemporary women who are sruggling to define themselves with in a 

patriarchal frame of reference” (Tapaswi 34).  

    The female protagonists in all her early novels are the outcome of her own unresolved questioning and her 

experience of living in what she has termed as the unchartered world of modern female identity. All these 

female protagonists do not want to resemble the woman of the past, but they do not know where is their future? 

    The women novelists like Edna O‟Brien, Bright Brophy, Penelope Mortimer and others have pleaded for the 

cause of the “free woman”. They all denounce man as “sexually demanding though half-impotent. By a curious 

logic, however, some of these novelists have reversed the male-female relationship by giving the role of Don 

Juan to woman” (Trivedi 820). 

 

III.CONCLUSION 

All these contemporary British women novelists have, at the back of their mind, a kind of gender consciousness. 

Now they became conscious about their position in society. They began to assert their individual identity. They 

look at things through their own eyes and have their own “sight” and “insight”. They look at things in their own 

individual perspective. They claim to have come out of the centuries-old “serfdom” and know how to beat paths 

of their own. What they are now struggling for is not “equality with man” in the race of life but have a position a 

step at times ahead of them. The question before them is the question of being on a higher level, a neck and neck 

race – for the first position – and the prize, as it were. They are now “persons” not “properties” – not Susans that 

any Henchard could dispose of in any way at will. Besides, they have now stopped “dreaming of things through 

the dreams of men”.  Why should I, then, be the „other‟? Something inferior, second-rate, or second-grade? Why 

should I play the second fiddle?” This is the attitude now in general. 
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